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The acclaimed Filipino artist’s 
new show at STPI represents a 
culmination of everything he’s 
been interested in

 H E L M I  Y U S O F

24 - 26 MAY

MANUEL OCAMPO COMPARES his 
mind on a good day to Manila traffic on a 
bad day – congested and chaotic. But that 
mental turmoil lends itself to his provocative 
art, which draws on any point of reference 
– political, historical, social, personal – to 
make sly and ironic statements about the 
world we live in.

Ocampo is one of the most international 
artists to emerge from the Philippines, 
having first gained notoriety for having his 
paintings pulled out of the prestigious art 
show Documenta in Germany in 1992. The 
reason? Four of his five canvases bore images 
of the Nazi swastika symbol amid other 
images of skulls, religious figures and punk 
iconography. The organisers were concerned 
about the resurgence of neo-Nazis in the 
country. And the fact that Ocampo had used 
the swastika to highlight social ills was too 
boldfaced to accept. 

Since the 1990s, however, Ocampo has 
garnered glowing critical reviews and 
international awards. His works have been 
displayed and collected by the world’s 
top museums including Fukuoka Asian 
Art Museum in Japan, the Museum of 
Contemporary Art in Los Angeles, the 
Whitney Museum of American Art in New 
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“BACK IN MY DAY, 
ARTISTS WERE 
REGARDED AS 

MISFITS, OUTCASTS 
AND FOOLS. WE 

BECAME ARTISTS 
BECAUSE WE HAD  

A CALLING.”
~

MANUEL OCAMPO

(1) STPI’s new solo show by 
Manuel Ocampo. (2) Ocampo 
talks to art lovers about his works. 
(3) Virtue Signalling On The Bully 
Pulpit pt. 5 (2019). (4) Learning 
To Code pt. 6 (2019). (5) A visitor 
looks at the work titled If All You 
Are Is A Nail Then Everything Looks 
Like A Hammer Version 1 (2019) 
(6) The Grievance Studies 
Department (2018). (7) SJWs On 
The Way To The Intersectional 
Temple (2019).

Ideological Mash-Up/Remix by Manuel Ocampo 
is showing at STPI Singapore from now till June 
22, 2019. 

York, and the Museo Nacional Centro de 
Arte Reina Sofia in Madrid.

His latest new show at STPI Singapore 
is titled Ideological Mash-Up/Remix and 
represents a “culmination of all the things 
I’ve been interested in”. The works fuse 
Baroque religious iconography, political 
cartoons, scientific photographs, advertising 
memes, digital emojis, as well as a dash of 
Singapore’s street signs, such as the “Don’t 
litter” and “Danger: Keep Out” signs. 
Almost as an homage, one canvas carries an 
image of Adolf Hitler raising his right arm in 
the air – which looks like the “Heil Hitler!” 
Nazi salute – to get his manservant to spray 
deodorant into his armpit.   

 
RESISTING ‘MEANING’
Ocampo, however, doesn’t want to be 
drawn into parsing the various images on 
his canvases. He says: “There is much that 
is wrong in the world today, and there are 
many ways of looking at the works. But the 
truth is, I don’t have any specific political 
agenda other than to express myself freely  
as an artist.”

He explains: “I’m 54 and I’m feeling my 
age. When I was in my 20s, I was really gung 
ho; I wanted to know everything that was 

happening around me and I wanted to have 
that feed into my art. But now I have four 
kids, the oldest being 19 and the youngest 
being a pair of twins aged 6. And I’m 
thinking, I should slow down.”

Working with STPI, however, helped 
push his creative boundaries. As an 
internationally-recognised gallery that 
specializes in paper and print, STPI offered 
Ocampo the biggest team of experts and 
assistants he’s ever worked with. He was 
able to incorporate digital printing, screen 
printing, aquatint, etching and pulp paper-
making techniques into various works. He 
says: “They wanted me to push them into 
trying things they’ve never tried before. So  
I did.” 

Two of his biggest works – massive 
canvases measuring 9.35m in length – 
combine screen prints, relief cast paper 
and hand paintings to conjure a rich and 
haunting tapestry of images exploring 
history, culture and identity politics.

Ocampo says: “Any painting is full of 
ghosts. The tradition of painting has existed 
for over a thousand years. And whatever 
mark you make on the canvas, somebody in 
the past has already made that same mark… 
When you’re painting, you’re basically 
confronting history. When you’re making an 
image – whether it’s a handmade image or a 
printed one – you’re confronting the ghosts 
of past images.”

STILL A STRUGGLE
Perhaps that is why Ocampo – despite all his 
acclaim he’s received – still finds the process 
of art-making painful: “Each time I start a 
new canvas, I feel like I have to relearn how 
to paint all over again. It’s always a struggle. 
But then again, being an artist isn’t supposed 
to be easy.” 

Indeed, one of his constant bête noire 
is the state of the art market and the 
extravagant prices the works by ultra-
successful artists are fetching at the expense 
of the 99.99 percent of artists. Most recently, 
Jeff Koons’ three foot tall silver bunny was 
hammered at US$91 million at a Christie’s 
auction, breaking the auction record for the 
most expensive work by a living artist.

Besides the fact that the current art world 
rewards only the elusive 0.01 percent of 
artists and only the wealthiest of collectors, 
it also sends the wrong message to young, 
aspiring artists, says Ocampo. 

“Back in my day, artists were regarded 

as misfits, outcasts and fools. We became 
artists because we had a calling. We had 
things to say about the world around us. 
We were socially engaged… These days, a 
lot of young artists have this idea that being 
an artist is like being a rock star or a screen 
diva, making a lot of money and making 
art specifically for the rich – instead of for 
society and for themselves.”

Ocampo jokes that it could just be him 
being out of step with the art world: “I 
got myself an Instagram account, but it’s 
completely empty. Look...”

Meanwhile, Ocampo is making plans 
to move his base from Manila to Bataan, 
a quiet province in the Philippines that’s 
a three-hour drive from the capital city. 
There he’s building a studio where he can 
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concentrate on his art. He says: “It’s hard  
for me to be productive in such a crazy city 
like Manila these days. It’s all getting a little 
too much.

“In terms of art, I’ve also been thinking 
about shifting to abstract painting after so 
many years of being a figurative painter. I’d 
like to take a break from creating loaded 
imagery and symbols. I’ve always been 
fascinated with abstraction but haven’t really 
explored the form. I think Bataan would be a 
good place to contemplate this shift. Shapes, 
patterns, repetition – it’d be a good way to 
slow down.”
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